"Full Circle"
Words and music - Lynn Harrison, Sept. 29, 2023

At the end of our exploring
We'll come back home to the place
Of a deeper way of knowing:
Full of meaning, love and grace.

We'll come back to where we started
When our wand'rering all is done
Wide awake and open-hearted
We will know this world as one...

Full circle, all will come around
Full circle, back to sacred ground
Full circle, love won't let us down
When we're one in the circle
We are home safe and sound.

At the end of all our journeys
May we know this was enough
In the spiral, ever turning
May we hold fast to this love

As we trace the path of wisdom
To the Earth's deep sounding drum
In this time that we are given
May we know we all will come...

Chorus (twice)